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Abstract

This paper calls for an increase in multi-disciplinary research on the issue of alcohol and ageing, to ensure public health interventions reflect the complex and diverse needs of older drinkers. Older people (65+ years) represent a unique segment of the population; compared to adolescents and younger people, they are more likely to have a range of co-morbid conditions and be taking prescribed medication, and are more physiologically vulnerable to the effects of alcohol. This suggests that from a public health perspective, alcohol use by older people is problematic. However, as with younger people, alcohol use is closely associated with socialisation and social engagement. While social engagement is important at all stages of life, it is particularly critical as people age, when many of the formal social roles which provide a catalyst for social integration shift or are lost. Currently, however, there is little evidence of an integrated public health response to the complex issue of alcohol and ageing. That is, what is needed is a concurrent acknowledgement of the health problems that may be associated with contraindicated alcohol use, versus the potential health benefits that can accrue from social drinking. This will require a holistic rather than reductionist approach that integrates biomedical and social science insights to develop a more comprehensive and nuanced understanding of the implications of alcohol use amongst diverse populations of older people.

Introduction

The ageing of the global population presents significant public health challenges, and has prompted research from a range of disciplines with the aim of developing an evidence base on how best to facilitate healthy ageing. However, much research has operated from a single discipline or single outcome perspective, and as such, opportunities to view the process of healthy ageing from a more holistic position have been lost.

One area where this singular focus is often evident is research investigating alcohol use amongst older people (65+ years). Research in this area has for the most part adopted a biomedical focus, and been characterised by a concern with the negative consequences of higher levels of alcohol consumption amongst older people. This concern is compounded by evidence of higher levels of alcohol consumption amongst later generations of older people. While research reflecting a biomedical focus has been vital in understanding the risks associated with hazardous levels of alcohol use, it has rarely examined the role that low to moderate (defined as 10 to 20 grams of ethyl alcohol per day) levels of drinking may play in social engagement, and by extension positive outcomes in health and wellbeing.

Similarly, while social science research has focused on links between social engagement and health and wellbeing, it has failed to disaggregate the possible role of low to moderate levels of consumption as a social lubricant. In this context, alcohol may be instrumental in facilitating social engagement for some older people. Conversely, little research has considered whether engagement in social activities may also drive or motivate alcohol use amongst older people.

These contrasting research activities suggest a disconnect between the social science and biomedical disciplines publishing in the area of alcohol and ageing. The research strands seem to work most often in parallel, with only rare reference to other disciplinary bodies of knowledge, or the insights they may offer. And yet, as Hennessy and Walker noted, ageing is a complex phenomenon that can best be understood by adopting a multi-disciplinary perspective that draws together research and literature across the social, medical and biological sciences.

The aim of this paper is to draw attention to the complex role alcohol plays in many older people’s lives, and to advocate for the adoption of a comprehensive multi-disciplinary approach to public health research, particularly in relation to examining potential associations between moderate alcohol use, social engagement, subjective wellbeing and the process of healthy ageing amongst diverse populations of older people.

The paper begins by considering the issue of drinking in moderation, and then provides a brief overview of some of the literature on biomedical harms and benefits associated with alcohol use amongst older people. This is followed by an analysis of potential psychosocial benefits associated with moderate alcohol use amongst older people, and a discussion on the degree to which moderate alcohol use may facilitate social engagement. The paper concludes by examining the implications for public health research investigating alcohol use amongst older people.

Moderate drinking

One of the difficulties in the area of alcohol and ageing is determining what levels of consumption represent moderate drinking and what levels represent hazardous or harmful levels. Achieving consensus on a universal definition of moderate drinking has proven elusive. One of
the difficulties with developing a definition of what constitutes moderate drinking for older people is that they are more likely than young people to have a range of co-occurring medical conditions, be on medication, and because of the physiological changes that occur with ageing, have increased sensitivity to the effect of alcohol. While some countries have now developed drinking guidelines specifically for older people, there is still the need for further work and universal consensus on what might represent moderate drinking for older people, as this has a plethora of public health implications. In the context of this paper, and while acknowledging that much of the following research often does not quantify low, moderate or high levels of consumption, moderate drinking has been used by the authors to describe up to 20 grams of ethyl alcohol per day (equivalent to 2 standard drinks in Australia).2

**Biomedical consequences associated with alcohol use amongst older people**

As people age they become increasingly vulnerable to a range of medical conditions. However, alcohol consumption adds a further compounding factor due to age related physiological changes including a decrease in total body water, and lean body mass. Research has identified a myriad of complex and often competing risks and benefits associated with both the short and long term use of alcohol amongst older people. For example, some of the short term harms associated with alcohol use amongst older people include falls, motor vehicle crashes, pedestrian fatalities and adverse drug reactions. In addition, given that alcohol has now been listed as a Group 1 carcinogen, it is likely that older people who have been drinking for decades may have an elevated risk of developing alcohol-related cancers. This evidence suggests that older people, and in particular older women because of greater physiological sensitivity, are more likely to be at risk of alcohol related trauma at even relatively low levels of consumption.2

Conversely, there is also research supporting a raft of important potential benefits for older people from moderate levels of alcohol use. For example, there is evidence that 10 to 30 grams of ethyl alcohol may have a protective effect against heart disease. In addition, an Australian study indicated that men who consumed up to 40 grams of ethyl alcohol per day and women who consumed up to 20 grams per day and had up to two alcohol free days per week, had a reduced risk of mortality over the next five years. In a similar vein, research from the United States indicated that women aged 65 years and older who drank up to 24 grams of ethyl alcohol per day had better self reported health. The complexity of alcohol-related net benefits and harms is well illustrated in the research literature examining alcohol and cognitive function. While lower cognitive function has been reported amongst non drinkers compared to drinkers, and a j or a shaped relationship has been found between levels of consumption and cognitive function, there is also a body of literature indicating no significant relationship between alcohol and cognitive function, as well as research which suggests that alcohol may delay age associated cognitive decline in women but not in men. The influence of alcohol on a person’s health will also vary depending on a range of factors, including environmental and genetic factors, and the frequency, duration and amount of alcohol consumed. According to Gross and colleagues, some of the inconsistencies apparent in the associations between alcohol and cognition may reflect methodological differences in how cognition is measured and how alcohol use is quantified. The suggested association between moderate alcohol use and improved cognition may also be an artefact due to confounding of pre-morbid intellect and physical health, demographic factors, or factors related to the social context in which alcohol is consumed.

The links between social context and alcohol use amongst older people are particularly relevant to investigations around alcohol and cognition, given evidence that social engagement may have a protective effect on cognitive function and dementia. For example, research indicates that a more active lifestyle and greater involvement in leisure activities are protective of late-life cognitive decline and dementia risk. The extent of this protection was highlighted in a longitudinal study conducted with a cross-cultural sample in the United States, which found that a larger personal social network reduced the rate of cognitive decline by 39% when compared to smaller social networks, and high social involvement reduced this decline by over 90%. While researchers investigating alcohol use amongst older people have hinted at the possible confounding nature of psychosocial factors such as social engagement, rarely have such variables been controlled for or considered in any detail when analysing the sometimes conflicting outcomes often seen in the alcohol literature. Moreover, while variables such as quantity and frequency of alcohol consumption, socioeconomic status, gender, ethnicity, marital or partner status, and education are often controlled for, the social context in which drinking takes place is typically overlooked as a potential confounder. Indeed, in contrast to the relatively large body of research on the biomedical consequences of alcohol use, the psychosocial dimensions of drinking have received much less attention.

What research has been conducted in this area has focused on problem or at risk drinking amongst older people, such as the impact of problem drinking on older people’s psychological health, or links between stressful life events and excessive or problem drinking. Such research has highlighted older people’s use of alcohol as a social prop to help them cope with role changes, loneliness, isolation or boredom. In addition, research examining the links between alcohol use and psychosocial wellbeing has generally relied upon quantitative research instruments. As a result, they often provide limited insights into the social dimensions of older people’s alcohol use, and have not explored in any detail the potential links between alcohol use, social engagement and older people’s health and subjective wellbeing. Significantly, the few studies which have used qualitative methodologies such as ethnography and in-depth interviews to explore this area provide rich insights into links between alcohol use and culture and social meaning, and cohort and life-course. Qualitative research with different cultural groups has highlighted implicit conventions around the acceptable use of alcohol by older people, which are in turn shaped by not only the individual’s previous drinking career, but also their social circle and cultural norms. While these norms may differ across cultures, what appears common is the often hedonistic use of alcohol by older people in cultures and countries where alcohol use is permitted and acceptable, as demonstrated through comments such as: it’s fun when you are out in a nice place in good company, then it’s fun to have. Perspectives such as these, which highlight the conviviality and pleasure associated with social drinking, are difficult to capture in purely quantitative research, and yet are critical to understanding the benefits older people gain through alcohol use, and hence help to explain why they drink.

**Older people, social engagement and alcohol**

Perhaps not surprisingly, the links between psychosocial factors such as social engagement and social connectedness, and health and wellbeing outcomes have received considerable attention in the social
Social engagement appears to be particularly important for older people, as many of the formal social roles which provide a catalyst for social integration, shift or are lost as people age. Factors commonly associated with ageing, including retirement, bereavement, living alone, care-giving responsibilities, restricted mobility and declining health, can impact on older people’s self-identity and potentially increase their risk of social isolation. Consequently, participation in activities fostering social engagement and integration are key determinants of healthy ageing.

As with other age groups, higher levels of social engagement amongst older people are often associated with alcohol use. Indeed, sociability is one of the main reasons offered by older people to explain their use of alcohol. Arguably, settings which promote regular social activities, such as purpose built retirement communities, may facilitate increases in the frequency and/or consumption of alcohol consumption amongst residents.

There is some evidence to support this suggestion, with research conducted in retirement communities in the United States and Australia identifying high levels of social engagement and regular alcohol use amongst residents. For example, a recent Australian study found that during village-based social activities it was most common for almost everybody attending to consume alcohol. As a 67 year old female participant explained: *drinking is a social thing and a lot of people don’t have a drink by themselves, and here there are a lot of social activities.* Increases in alcohol consumption were explained by participants as being related to their extra social involvement since moving to the retirement village, and the freedom from having to drive home after village-based social activities.

This evidence offers important insights into the social dimensions of alcohol use amongst older people, and highlights the degree to which older people’s alcohol use can be closely connected with high levels of social engagement and interaction. It also draws attention to the possibility that older people’s social alcohol use may confer benefits such as psychological and social well-being, which are important health outcomes in their own right.

### Public health implications

As this paper indicates, different research streams have identified risks and benefits associated with differing levels of alcohol consumption amongst older people. However, despite the need for research investigating the health outcomes associated with alcohol use to take account of psychosocial factors such as social engagement, little remains published in this area. This suggests a continuing disconnect between biomedical and social science perspectives, compounded by different disciplines working in relative isolation. Research in the alcohol field has been largely concerned with the effect of varying levels of ethyl alcohol on biomedical health, without often considering how social factors associated with alcohol may confound or explain results. Similarly, much social science research has focused on the social processes supporting health, without necessarily examining the role alcohol may play in facilitating or constraining social engagement, and the associated influences on health. This is not a criticism of any discipline or research field; as such research is important in developing an evidence base about how best to support healthy ageing. It does, however, suggest that integration of different research perspectives will offer the best opportunity for developing deeper insights into issues related to alcohol and older people.

The ageing of the global population, along with evidence that younger cohorts of older people drink alcohol at higher levels than their predecessors, has important implications for public health. For example, high levels of polypharmacy are common amongst older people, as are alcohol-related adverse drug reactions. In addition, older heavier drinkers are less likely to access recommended preventive health services, and yet are frequently admitted to emergency departments, placing greater demand on already over-stretched tertiary health services. In responding to these issues, a number of authors have recommended that, for example, screening of older people’s alcohol use needs to occur more frequently and systematically. While concurring with this, it is also important that public health responses to reduce alcohol-related harms in older populations do not overlook the significant bio-psycho-social benefits which may accrue from moderate levels of drinking. As such, an important caveat is that older people’s alcohol use needs to be viewed not solely through a biomedical lens, but rather from a holistic perspective which acknowledges the complex role alcohol plays in many older people’s lives.

Research conducted with older people serves as a reminder that individuals are social beings who influence and are influenced by their environment, culture and their traditions. This highlights that public health strategies need to acknowledge that older people are not homogenous and nor is their alcohol use. Public health research which brings together multi-disciplinary perspectives has the potential to add another layer to our understanding of the consequences of low to moderate alcohol use amongst older people.

### Conclusions

Investigation and management of alcohol use amongst older people is becoming increasingly important as a public health issue. However, while more biomedical research is needed, too is research that contextualises alcohol use and examines a range of psychosocial measures as both outcomes and confounders. Echoing recent calls for a greater multi-disciplinary approach to research on ageing, we contend that a multi and interdisciplinary perspective and debates...
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